
VEHICLE DETAILS: REPORT DETAILS:

VIN: WBA5B3C56GD549727
Year/Make/Model: 2016 BMW 535 XI
Body Style: SEDAN
Country of Assembly: Germany
Cylinders: 6
Fuel Type: Gas

Report Number: 22643041
Report Date: 2/8/2019 09:32 PM EST
Report Status: Complete

REPORT SUMMARY

Accidents / Damage: Damage records found

Canadian Registration: British Columbia (Normal)

Stolen Status: Not actively declared stolen

U.S. History: No U.S. history found

Recalls: No information available

Service History: 4 record(s) found

Below are all records for the vehicle, listed in the order that they occurred.

Date Location Data Source Type of Record Detail Odometer

09/01/2015 Langley, British Columbia, Canada BMW MINI Langley Service Record Vehicle serviced

09/05/2015 Langley, British Columbia, Canada Service Facility Service Record Vehicle serviced

02/20/2016 British Columbia, Canada Motor Vehicle Dept. Canadian Renewal Registration Issued or Renewed

02/20/2016 British Columbia, Canada Motor Vehicle Dept. Canadian Renewal First Owner Reported

02/20/2016 British Columbia, Canada Motor Vehicle Dept. Previous use Lease

06/09/2016 British Columbia, Canada Insurance Records COLLISION LEFT FRONT CORNER

11/23/2016 Langley, British Columbia, Canada BMW MINI Langley Service Record Vehicle serviced

04/13/2017 British Columbia, Canada Insurance Records COLLISION REAR

10/18/2017 British Columbia, Canada Motor Vehicle Dept. Canadian Renewal Registration Issued or Renewed

10/18/2017 British Columbia, Canada Motor Vehicle Dept. Previous use Lease

01/05/2018 Langley, British Columbia, Canada BMW MINI Langley Service Record Vehicle serviced

01/27/2018 British Columbia, Canada Motor Vehicle Dept. Canadian Renewal Registration Issued or Renewed

01/27/2018 British Columbia, Canada Motor Vehicle Dept. Previous use Lease

07/29/2018 British Columbia, Canada Insurance Records COMPREHENSIVE RIGHT FRONT CORNER



If the vehicle has had any history of accidents, collisions or damage in either Canada or the U.S., the records are outlined in this section. This report also
includes claims and estimates from ICBC.

VIN: WBA5B3C56GD549727

Police Reported Accidents

Incident Date Location Detail

No police reported accidents found

Accident/Damage Estimates

Accident estimate records are generated by collision estimating facilities from the process of estimating the amount and extent of damage to a vehicle.
Estimates in some cases have associated insurance claims.

Incident Date Location Estimate Date Type of Record Detail Amount Odometer

No estimates found

Insurance Claims

The insurance claims identified in this report do not include any medical pay-outs, damage to other vehicles, damage to property, towing, rental cars, or
any other incidental damages.

Incident Date Location Type of Claim Detail Amount Odometer

06/09/2016 British Columbia, Canada COLLISION LEFT FRONT CORNER $10,308.63

04/13/2017 British Columbia, Canada COLLISION REAR $1,006.65

07/29/2018 British Columbia, Canada COMPREHENSIVE RIGHT FRONT CORNER $1,144.04

Other Damage Records

Record Date Location Type of Record Detail Odometer

No other damage records found

This section details where in Canada the vehicle is now or has ever been registered, as well as the status (Inspection Required, Normal, Non-repairable,
Rebuilt, Salvage, Stolen) of the vehicle in those jurisdictions.

Jurisdiction Branding Detail

Alberta Not found

British Columbia NORMAL This vehicle has been registered as Normal in this jurisdiction.

Manitoba Not found

New Brunswick Not found

Newfoundland Not found

Nova Scotia Not found

Northwest Territories Not found

Nunavut Not found

Ontario Not found

Prince Edward Island Not found

Quebec Not found

Saskatchewan Not found

Yukon Territories Not found

This section outlines data from the Canadian Police Information Centre (CPIC), which is operated by the RCMP under the stewardship of National Police
Services, on behalf of the Canadian law enforcement community.

Stolen Vehicle Check

Not declared stolen.



Conditions of Use

If the vehicle has been imported, you will find the details below.

Import Records

No vehicle import records found

In addition to information about the vehicle’s history in Canada, CARFAX Canada also searches for information about the vehicle’s history in the United
States. If we discover any events in the U.S., you will find them below. Details about accidents, collisions and damage, or any import records will appear
in the preceding sections of your report.

U.S. History Records

No U.S. history records found

No safety recall information available as of the date/time that this report was generated. For additional safety recall information and non-safety related
recall campaigns, please contact your local BMW Retailer.

These are records of service performed on the vehicle. These are the records reported to CARFAX Canada when this report was run – it is possible that
service has occurred that is not captured here.

Date Address Data Source Type of Record Detail Odometer

09/01/2015 Langley, British Columbia, Canada BMW MINI Langley Service Record Pre-delivery inspection completed

09/05/2015 Langley, British Columbia, Canada Service Facility Service Record Vehicle serviced

11/23/2016 Langley, British Columbia, Canada BMW MINI Langley Service Record Oil and filter changed

01/05/2018 Langley, British Columbia, Canada BMW MINI Langley Service Record
Fluids checked
Four tires mounted

ICBC Disclaimer

The information supplied by ICBC is a report of the vehicle’s status and the vehicle’s claims history. Vehicle status shows whether a vehicle is qualified to be licensed and is used to track:

vehicles sold by insurance companies as salvage

salvage vehicles which have been rebuilt, inspected, and relicensed
wrecked vehicles that have been decommissioned and can only be resold for parts.

The vehicle status may not represent the vehicle accurately for a number of reasons, including a written-off vehicle that hasn’t been reported to the B.C. vehicle registry or a vehicle with major damage that was repaired by its owner.
The vehicle claims history is a report of vehicle damage and includes repairs paid by ICBC and outstanding damage estimates. It may be incomplete for various reasons, including the owner did not make a claim to ICBC or ICBC has
denied the claim.
In addition, the estimate information may not necessarily reflect the actual cost of repairs, list the area of the vehicle that sustained the greatest force of impact, or indicate the primary area of damage.
Consumers are encouraged to read ICBC’s full statement of limitations at http://apps.icbc.com/registration/vchr/Limitation.html.

ICBC recommends the vehicle be inspected by a qualified mechanic to obtain a more complete assessment of the vehicle’s condition.

CARFAX Canada One Owner™ Badge

The CARFAX Canada One Owner™ badge that appears in this vehicle history report is based on the registration information reported to CARFAX Canada and available for disclosure as of the date and time that this report was generated.
The CARFAX Canada One Owner™ badge is available for personal and commercial CARFAX Canada that have only been registered in the provinces of British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, or PEI. By using this vehicle history report, you acknowledge and agree that there may be ownership events and/or other information that apply to this vehicle that are not reflected in this report.

© Copyright 2005 - 2019 CARFAX Canada ULC. All rights reserved.

Information on Reports

This vehicle history report is compiled from multiple data sources. It is  not always possible for CARFAX Canada ULC or its  source data providers to obtain complete information on any one vehicle. For example, there may be other title
brands, registrations, declarations, accident information, service records, recall information, odometer readings or other information where discrepancies  that apply to this  vehicle are not reflected in this  report. CARFAX Canada and its

source data providers receive data and information from external sources believed to be reliable, but no responsibility is assumed by CARFAX Canada, its source data providers or its agents for any errors, inaccuracies or omissions. The
reports  are provided strictly on an as-is where-is  basis, and CARFAX Canada and its  source data providers further expressly disclaim all warranties, express or implied, including any warranties  of timeliness, accuracy, merchantability,
merchantable quality or fitness for a particular purpose regarding this report or its contents. Neither CARFAX Canada nor any of its source data providers shall be liable for any losses, expenses or damages in connection with any report or
any information contained within a report, including the accuracy thereof or any delay or failure to provide a report or any information. By obtaining, reviewing and/or using this vehicle history report, you agree to be bound by all of the terms

and conditions in CARFAX Canada’s Conditions of Use and any CARFAX Canada End User License Agreements as each may be amended from time to time by CARFAX Canada.

Please note CARPROOF recently changed its name to CARFAX Canada!


